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 07.2014 - 06.2015 2013 2012

Loans Provided (production)

Number of loans provided 62 449 47 527 35 665

Nominal value of loans provided (in PLN million) 587 425 279

Human Recources

Number of employee 299 241 181

Number of external credit advisors 2 862 2 200 1 432

Financial Indicators (all in PLN million)

Total assets 721 435, 3 285,8

Total revenue 190 246 169,4

52,3 71,2 41,3

Income tax -37,7 7,6 13,6

90 63,6 27,7
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The PROFIREAL Group

the most prominent providers of loans and credits in the Czech Republic, 
Slovakia, Poland, Bulgaria and newly in Russia. The PROFIREAL Group con-
sists of two divisions. The companies belonging in the PROFI CREDIT division 

-
ing under the PROFI INVESTMENT division deal with development of new 
investment projects. Until the January 2014 the group also consisted of divi-
sion PROFIDEBT that operated in purchase and collection of receivables.

credits since the year 2000, when it started this project in the Czech Republic 
and Slovakia. Throughout it’s time in business PROFI CREDIT has succeeded 
in providing more than 930 000 loans and credits. The strongest position be-
longs to the division in the Czech Republic, which also achieves the highest 

-

in Poland.

The amount of provided loans and credits by division PROFI CREDIT achieved 
in 2014 year to year growth 7%. This result was mainly supported by growth 
in PROFI CREDIT Poland almost 17%, PROFI CREDIT Czech more than 3% and 
the division company in Slovakia reaching almost 7% and Bulgaria achieved 
growth almost 23%. Nominal value of provided loans and credits by division 
PROFI CREDIT almost reached amount 300 milion euro.

One of the main priorities for all companies of PROFIREAL Group is also the 
quality of the client’s portfolio. The group operationally reacts to economic 
states in particular countries and adapts its business, mainly risk manage-
ment to actual situation.

THE PROFIREAL GROUP
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The mission of the recently created PROFI INVESTMENT division is to sup-
port business operations of the PROFIREAL Group. PROFI INVESTMENT’s 
main tasks include seeking investment opportunities and high-potential 

stakes in projects that are already under way, are established, and need 
a partner with a strong capital backing, but also offers startup capital for 
new ventures.
The portfolio of the division PROFI INVESTMENT includes the company
PROFIDEBT Slovakia, s.r.o.

The goal of PROFIREAL Group is develop the current activities and perma-
nently adjust them to the economic situation in the individual countries. 
The main emphasis will be placed on quality risk management, on the op-
timization of all processes inside the individual group companies, cost sav-
ings, and maintaining the shares in the market segment.

THE PROFIREAL Group
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LETTER FROM THE CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER

Dear Sirs!

of PROFI CREDIT Polska S.A. for the period from July 1st, 2014 to June 30th, 2015.  It 
was a period of major changes and dynamic development of our Company in many 

 

its activity was particularly intense.  Due to the fact that the number of entities 

intense, too.  Nonetheless, our Company has implemented successfully its long-term 
development strategy.  We succeed in implementing further stages of restructuring 
that allowed to transform PROFI CREDIT Poland Sp. z o.o. (limited liability company) 
into Spółka Akcyjna (a joint-stock company).   This process, completed in February 
2015, started a new chapter in our Company’s history, which provided much greater 
opportunities to gain external investment capital.  

These activities surely contributed to strengthening our position on the market. 
Moreover, our Company designed an effective model of adaptation to market 

competitor’s activity as well as the macroeconomic situation.  Thanks to this solution, 
the Company can modify its short- and medium-term product strategy so that the 

compete both in terms of high-value bank products with long repayment periods, as 
well as in terms of low-value easily accessible loans via the Internet, thanks to product 

During the reported period, the Company once again achieved very satisfying results. 
Between July 2014 and June 2015, over 60 thousand loans with total value of almost 
PLN 590 million have been granted, and the Company reported a 39% increase in 

over a time span of compared periods increased by 110% and amounted to over PLN 
90 millions.  
The turn of 2014 and 2015 was a time of change.  The activities taken up by us during 
this period and aimed at faster and better quality customer service.  We developed 
telephone sales and that channel currently constitutes 50% of the Company’s total 
sale. We focused on on-line strategy development - the elements of this strategy 
reported a huge increase as compared to the beginning of the year. 
I would like to give my  thanks to all our Customers, Partners,  and Staff for this successful 
year of cooperation.   With your help, we achieved such a fantastic operational and 

Jarosław Chęciński

Jarosław Chęciński
Dyrektor Wykonawczy / 

Wice-Prezes Zarządu

tastic operational and 
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COMPANY BODIES
A graduate of the Faculty of Economics and Administration, University of Par-
dubice, he has joined the firm as a financial analyst in 2000 while still enrolled 
at university. He had received an appointment as the Manager of the Accounts 
Receivable Management Department in 2001 and was later promoted to the po-
sition of Head of Finances. Having joined the Board of Directors of PROFI CREDIT 
Czech in July 2001, he has served as the financial group’s CEO and the Profireal 
Group’s Chairman of the Board since 2003 and 2007, respectively.

He graduated  from the Czech Technical University at the Faculty of Electrical 
Engineering, specializing in the economics and management and then continued 
his studies at Sheffield Hallam University, where he earned MBA and Nottingham 
Trent University where he earned LL.M (Master of Laws). He began his career in 
the management positions in companies such as: ŠKODA PRAHA, Aspekt Central 
Europe and ČS Reality. In 2013 he moved from Cofidis, where he worked as  Head 
of Finance and Law Department, to PROFI CREDIT for the position of  Global 
Chief Financial Officer. He is responsible for the financial management in the 
PROFI CREDIT division.Since 2014 he is a member of the Board of Directors.

His career began in the London branch of Accenture as Management Consultant. 
He also worked on the similar position for PriceWaterhouseCoopers in Philadel-
phia. He was the advisor in the following areas: telecommunication, transport, 
pharmacy. His next career was the Marketing Director at Alltel Communications 
in Seattle (the fifth biggest cell phone operator in the USA). After his return to 
Poland in 2007 he began his work as Sales Director at DB Schenker Rail Poland. He 
joined PROFI CREDIT in November 2010 and in January 2011 become CEO of the 
company. He has three master degrees, just to name one in European sciences at 
Cambridge University (Magdalene) and MBA at Drexel University in Philadelphia.

Completed studies in industrial production engineering at the Technical Univer-
sity of Łódź. Early in his professional career he worked in sales of telecommuni-
cations, medical and pharmaceutical services. He has worked at PROFI CREDIT 
since 2005. Initially he worked in the capacity of Development Manager then as 
the head of the Development Department. Among other roles he has handled  
supervision  and  training for the sales department all over Poland. Since March 
2007 he  has been Director of the Collections Department and he is responsible 
for entire management of receivable process of the company.

CHARACTERISTICS OF PROFI CREDIT POLAND SP. Z O.O.t
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David Chour
Prezes Zarządu

Marek Štejnar
Członek Zarządu

Jarosław Chęciński
Dyrektor Wykonawczy

Sławomir Pawlik 
Członek Zarządu



COMPANY PROFILE

-
ning specializing in consumer and corporate loans which are an alternative for bank 
loans. In 2008 the company underwent a rebranding process and its current name is 
PROFI CREDIT Polska. The company is a part of PROFIREAL Group SE,  European group 

PROFI CREDIT Czech, PROFI CREDIT Slovakia, PROFI CREDIT Bulgaria EOOD (founded 
in 2006) and PROFI CREDIT Russia.  PROFI CREDIT Polska is currently one of the big-
gest companies specializing on consumer loans in Poland. The corporate structure is 
based on regions which have their seats in regional branches and are supported by the 

main regions – employing  more than 2 535 active credit advisors, ready to make the 
most suitable loan offer to every customer. The main company target is the struggle to 

stabilization and development on the loan market. The main company product is a loan 
intended for employed on labor contract, pensioners, enterpreneurs and farmers run-
ning, their own business.

most important of them is the logo, which is aimed to bring about positive customer 
feelings and identify the company in the clear way. The corporate image allowed us 
to achieve success on the market and played a great role in image creation process. 
It combines such factors as color and lettering scheme, symbols connected together 
and featuring emotions, deeply engraving the memory of the recipients. Moreover, it 
poses a new image quality through maximum integration of all visual elements aes-
thetics, functionality and communication potential. The corporate image, forged with 
many years of hard work has positioned us as a friendly, yet fully professional institution 

that images is much like English lawn – it requires years of hard and patient work to 
achieve good results.
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COMPANY HISTORY
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PROFI CREDIT Polska

A leading provider of loans and financial services, PROFI CREDIT Polska is a member of 
the PROFIREAL Group, a Central and Eastern European financial multinational operat-
ing in Bulgaria, the Czech Republic, Poland, Slovakia and Russia. PROFI CREDIT Poland is 
a dynamic company with a stable and highly effective team of specialists.

PROFI CREDIT Czechy

The company is established under the name 
PROFIREAL POLAND and starts disbursing loans

Name restructuring and change to the current PROFI CREDIT Poland

Further expansion of the product portfolio aimed to meet the needs 
of a larger target group

The company disburses over 14 000 loans with a total nominal 
value of 106 PLN

Total volume of provided loans: 176 million PLN

Total volume of provided loans: 279 million PLN

Company is one of a leading lender in Poland in the non-banking sector 
and provides loans for a total volume of 424 milion PLN

PROFI CREDIT celebrates ten years on the Polish market. Total volume of 
provided loans: 481 million PLN

Restructuring and transformation into a joint stock company.

2004

2008

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

PROFIREAL is established as a firm specializing in real estate trading and 
the acquisition and management of account receivable

The firm enters the segment of credit and financing for private individuals 
under the PROFI CREDIT name

PROFI CREDIT expands its portfolio to offer credit and financing for self-
employed professionals and businesses. Its product portfolio now caters to 
both private and business clients

PROFI CREDIT disburses CZK 1.97 billion in loans as the number of clients 
surpasses the 100,000 mark

PROFI CREDIT celebrates ten years on the Czech market, having provided 
loans in the nominal amount of CZK 10.817 billion

Credit and financing provided in that year exceeds CZK 2.08 billion

PROFI CREDIT celebrates twenty years of company establishment. Historical 
volume of provided loans and credits exceeds CZK 21.24 billion

Volume of provided financing exceeds CZK 23.3 billion

1994

2000

2003

2007

2010

2013

2014

2015



 PRODUCT OFFER

Until the demerger the main company product was a loan intended for employed on la-
bor contract, pensioners, enterpreneurs and farmers running their own business. They 
posed an alternative for commercial bank loans. Our company offered products A, A-, 
A+, E, E- oraz I, intended for customers employed on labor contract and pensioners. The 
loan was paid as a direct bank transfer into customer’s account. Customers paidtheir 
loans off likewise. The loans might be freely spent on any purpose. Product G, G- and 
G+ were on the contrary intended for enterpreneurs. The loan amount accounted for 
8 000 - 20 000 PLN.

into moneylender’s account

Their vast availability and the fast granting process could be counted as main advan-
tages of PROFI CREDIT loans because:

 The company offered individual approach to every customer’s needs, earnings  
 and repayment potential,

 Every Financial Advisor could, through their professional knowledge, 

Loan granting process was clear and required just one meeting of a Financial Advisor 
with their customer. It allowed the customer to spare time without the need to sign 
additional paper. Money was received directly into customer’s account after loan is ac-
cepted. 

A+

A

A-

E

E-

IZZY

G-

G

G+
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BUSINESS RESULTS 

2014 was a year of a intense activity of our competitors. The number of the companies 
offering the cash loans on the Polish market has doubled.
In spite of the difficult  situation on the market,  we have obtained the best result in 
the history of PROFI CREDIT in Poland.  The total amount of granted loans accounted 
for 481 MLN. The overall result was 13% higher than in 2013, when our sales amounted 
to 424 MLN.

An increase in overall number of granted loans was also observed in 2014. It accounted 
for 52 638 contracts, which means an increase of 29% compared to the previous year. 



EMPLOYEES

There were 291 people in our team. The dynamic growth of our company was possible 
thanks to high quality and commitment of the employees. It featured our desire to 
build an integrated staff policy for the whole company.

We focused on the constant self-development of our employees by offering them a 
training system and motivational remuneration. We offered good working conditions 
and stability of employment. Our employees could improve their skills through partici-
pating in different trainings and language courses.

-
ing a wide range of sport and recreational services, such as access to aerobic sessions, 
swimming pools, gyms, climbing wall, dance training etc. Every cardholder had almost 
unlimited access to the best and most popular sport facilities in Poland.

The majority of our employees had university education, while the rest had secondary 
education or haven’t yet graduated. The average employee age was 34 years.

Thanks to the strongest foundation of our company – our employees – we manage 
to achieve success. It’s the reason of our great struggle to care about employees self-
development combined with getting knowledge about their needs and rewarding the 
most outstanding ones

NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES
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CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY
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PROFI CREDIT is a modern European company which acts in accordance with the 
principles of corporate social responsibility within the field of transparency and, of 
course, maintaining good relations with our Customers.  Our corporate image and 
trust of our Customers are our most valuable features. 

PROFI CREDIT participates actively in social works focused on helping children.  The 
„Children’s smile” international program -  with PROFI CREDIT, is a wide range of 
charity activities aimed at helping children in need in all countries where we run our 
business.  As part of this program, we supported, among others, children from the 
SOS Children’s Villages Association in Poland and UNICEF in the Czech Republic. 

In July 2015, PROFI CREDIT Polska became an official donor of SOS Children’s Villages 
Association, which mission is to help abandoned children and children at risk of 
social exclusion.  Thanks to a significant financial support from our Company, this 
Association will be able to cover parts of the costs related to medical care, education 
and interpersonal development of its foster-children. Our financial contribution will 
also help in implementation of programs supporting social adaptation of children 
from the Association in such a way as to reduce their limitations resulting from their 
past.  Supporting foster-children of the organisation involves not only providing cash 
donation, but also a wide range of additional activities in which our employees are 
willing to participate. 

PROFI CREDIT conducts pro-social activities not only at the national level, but also 
locally. Active contribution to the development of young people talents is of great 
importance for us.  In 2015 we established cooperation with the Beskid Regional 
Football Association, providing financial support to 16 teams playing on the territory 
of the Podbeskidzie region. One of important elements of this agreement is official 
naming of the competition in the 2015/2016 season - PROFI CREDIT BIELSKA LIGA 
OKRĘGOWA (PROFI CREDIT BIELSKO REGIONAL LEAGUE).

Restructuring has provided new development opportunities for the Company. The 
implemented changes shall allow the Company to diversify its financing sources and 
to experience significant growth. It will enhance  the PROFI CREDIT position among 
the non-bank loan leaders in Poland. We will continue our work on improving our 
Customers’ satisfaction and human resources development. To this end, our product 
offer, supported by a strong referral program, shall be expanded and developed. 
 

PLANNED DEVELOPMENT
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Company Name:
PROFI CREDIT Polska S.A.

ul. Browarna 2
43-300 Bielsko-Biała

Legal form:
Joint-stock company

547-215-10-80

243624011

Tel.: +48 33 499 60 00
Fax.: +48 33 499 60 06

CONTACTS
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